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Brazil Loses
Swagger;
Uruguay
Romps; USA
Unscored On!
Pictured to the right are the 2010
Brazilians, confident, poised, and
ready for the challenge. After first
round heart ache set in for the 2011
Brazilians, losing super star Cane,
just moments before kick-off, the
team seems lost, unsure, and not
quite so poised. Four straight losses
will be a tough recovery road. Can
Coach Paulo, in his 2nd World Cup
tenure as coach, revitalize the
Brazilians?

URUGUAY DOMINATES
It only takes one goal and solid
defending, and Uruguay, who did not
outscore an opponent by more than a
goal all night stormed to an early first
round lead. USA and Mexico were
close behind w/ 8 points, while Spain
stayed under the radar w/ 5 points.

UNIFORM CONTEST! Look closely and
you’ll see some very fine craftsmanship in the
2010 Dutch Uniforms. This year COE is
sponsoring a Uniform Contest!

MEXICO BULLDOGS?!?
WHAT???? The Mexican national
team has taken the nickname
Bulldogs? “Outrageous!” cried one
supporter. “We should remove
them from the tourney,” claimed a
FIFA official. “I’m changing
loyalties to Antigua,” claimed
another! Unfortunately Antigua did
not qualify. Dos Santos and

FIFA FAIR PLAY There was little
controversy in the first round. All teams were
still candidates for the FIFA Fair Play Award
after one round of play. 2nd round,? We’ll see.

Chicharito were not the combo
strikers for this Bulldog team, but
experts favor the Bulldog TriColores just behind Uruguay for
this year’s top prize. Italians? We
have not mentioned them.
Hmmm... Maybe they’ll dawn some
nice uniforms and give us
something to write about?

WHERE ARE YOU ANTGUA? Antigua did
not qualify for this year’s World Cup. However,
Coach Alex will return for round 2 tonight.
Which nation will he join?

